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1. INTROOUCTI~N 
In this paper X is a Banach space over %, where F is the real or 
complex number field [w or @, and CL(X, X) is the Banach algebra of 
continuous linear operators on X to X. T(a) is a representation of the 
semigroupl R,, in CL(X, X), or as we shall say briefly a semigroup in 
CL(X, X), i.e., 
(1 1) (a) T(.) is a function on IF&+ to CL@, X), 
(b) V’s, t 3 0, T(s) T(t) = T(s t t), T(0) = I. 
1.2. DEFINITION. (a) We say that the semigroup T(D) is locally 
integrable, iff. Vx E X, T(-)x is Bochner measurable2 on Iw,, to X, and for 
0 < a < b < GO, Ji 1 T(t)x 1 dt < co. 
* Work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant 31497X. 
1 Rl+ , [w+ are the sets of nonnegative real numbers, and of positive real numbers. 
’ A function f on [w,, to X is called Bochnev measurable, iff (i)J is Bore1 measurable, i.e., 
V open G C X, f-‘(G) is a Bore1 subset of (IB,, , & (ii) Range f is separable. 
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(b) For a locally integrable semigroup T(e), we define the strong 
integral Jl T(t) dt to be the operator ScLb on X to d such that 
VXEX, S,?Y = J 
-b T(t) x nt, 
n 
the last being a Bochner integral in ,t’. 
(c) We say that the semigroup T(.) is strongly continuous, iff 
slim,,,.+ T(s) = T(O).3 
An important question for locally integrable semigroups T(e) in 
CL(X, X) is the determination of conditions under which the Cesaro 
averages 
exist for every x in X and of the properties of the limiting operators. 
Our main purpose is to prove the following two theorems which settle 
this matter.4 First, we must explain our notation and introduce some 
pertinent subsets of X. 
Notation. DL , x%?~ , and ‘$1, refer to the domain, range, and null space 
of an operator L; slim, wlim, and wclos stand for the strong limit, weak 
limit, and weak closure; G(A) denotes the (closed linear) subspace 
spanned by A C 9; Rstr, F means the restriction of the function to the 
domain D ; =d means equal by definition. 
I .3. DEFINITION. For a locally integrable semigroup T(.), we define 
(a> 3 = ha0 c-(t)--l, c@ = qutao %-(&I), 
(b) 910 = nDo Q(1) Y 90 = ut>o .$r(t) , z. = 6(X,), 
(4 sM, = rho ~~s,f~ x1 = ut=,* d?,$,t , d, = 6(X,). 
The letter 3 is used for the first set in 1.3(a), as it is the set of invariant 
sectors of T(t), t 3 0. 
1.4. THEOREM I. Let (i) T(e) b e a locally integrable semigroup in 
CL(X, 3% 
(ii) K =rE slimt+z(l/t)T(t), L ccE slim,,,(l/t) Sot. 
3 “Slim” means strong limit, i.e., Vx E X, lim ,,o+T(s)x = T(O)%. 
4 Professor Garrett Birkhoff was one of the principal initiators of theorems of this 
type around 1939, and it is gratifying to be able to add to the continuing edifice emerging 
from this early phase of his work. See [ 11 (with L. Alaoglu) and references cited therein, 
and also [5, pp. 72% 7301 for general historical remarks. 
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Then (a) II), = X, i.e., Vx E X, lim,,,(l/t) JL T(s)x ds exists, iff 
(a> ~f4c u/t> &If I < 009 
(p) Vx 6 X, 3 sequence (tk)r in R, 3 t, -+ co & wlim,,,(l/t,J S$x 
exists, 
(Y) fi, c %c; 
(b) when D)L = X, L is the projection on X onto 3 along B?‘, 3 and $2 
now being complementary subspaces of X, and / L 1 < h,,, 1(1/t) S,,l (;5 
(c) vt 3 0, T(t)*L = L*T(t), (a, c X). 
Addendum. (a) holds with (8) replaced by: 
3 a fundamental set 9 C X (i.e., 3 G(B) = X),for which Vx E 9, 
3 a sequence (tk)T in R, 3 t,; + 02 & wlim,,,( 1 /tT,.) Sax exists. 
1.5. THEOREM II. Let (i) T(e) b e a locally integrable semigroup in 
CL(X, X), and (ii) J = slimti,,+(l/t) Sot. Then 
(a) a, = .X, i.e., Vx E X, lim[,,+( l/t) s,, T(s)x exists, iff 
(4 =,,cl+ IPit) &If I < a, 
(/3) Vx fz d, 3 a sequence (tlC)F in [WI 3 t,; + 0 & wlimk+=( l/tk)S$x 
exists; 
(b) when II), = X, J is the projection on X onto 97, along !I&, 9&, 
and 910 now being complementary subspaces of X, and 1 J / < &,,+ 1 l/t)S,,f[ 
(c) when 3, = X, Vt >, 0, T(t)-] = T(t) = J.T(t). 
Addendum. (a) holds with (p) replaced by: 
3 a fundamental set 3 C X for which Vx E 3, 3 a sequence 
@‘) I( t, .) 1” in R, 3 t, + 0 & wlim,,,( 1 it,,) S$x exists. 
These theorems provide condition, viz. (a), (/3), (p’), (y), which are 
necessary and su#icient for the existence of the Cesaro average Lx and Jx 
for each x in X. We know of no such result in the literature for locally 
integrable semigroups. In 1949, Eberlein gave necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of any kind of ergodic average for so-called 
“ergodic” semigroups in a convex topological vector space [6, 3.21, but 
he did not bring his very general theorem to bear on the specific semi- 
group T(e) and the specific averages L and J confronting us. On the 
other hand, Dunford and Schwartz study this semigroup T(m) and the 
5 Thus, when 32, = X and the last limit < 1, we have L = 0. 
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average L (though not J), but their theorem [5, p. 6871 gives sufficient 
conditions for the existence of Lx for all x’ in X. One of these conditions 
entails the boundedness of i(l/t)5’,’ / as t -+ O+, and another demands 
that our condition (y) prevail for X and not just X, , i.e., K = 0. We are 
fairly certain that these extra-stringent requirements are unnecessary, 
but so far have not been able to clinch the matter by a counterexample. 
Our formulation of Theorems I and II yields at once the ergodic 
theorems for reflexive Banach spaces X and for contraction semigroups 
thereon, and on Hilbert spaces in particular. Indeed, for a reflexive 9 
the condition (/3) follows from ( 01 since the closed balls of X are now ) 
sequentially weakly compact; moreover, the conditions (CY) and (y) 
obviously hold for contraction semigroups. The resulting theorems 
apply to the Banach spaces M = Y1, zd L,(Q, :S’, p; ,F), where (Q, 3, cc) 
is a (nonnegative, countably additive) measure algebra and 1 < p < co. 
But to deal with the important case X = Pr , we have to fall back on 
Theorems I and II. The Yr-result becomes, of course, the Ttzec(;z ergodic 
theorem when the semigroup T( *) is that induced bv a measure-preserving 
flow or semiflow over (Q, .S, p) with p(Q) < CC). E‘rom the mean ergodic 
theorem, we may, as in the discrete case, deduce the individual ergodic 
theorem by utilizing continuous-parameter versions (not as yet fully 
known) of the powerful lemmas due to Birkhoff, Wiener, Hopf, and 
Garsia [2, 13, 10, 7, 81 in the discrete case. But we shall not undertake 
such a deduction in this paper. 
A strongly continuous semigroup is locally integrable, since T(e) is 
strongly continuous on R, ,. , cf. [3, p. 8, 1 .1.2(b)]. If we assume that T(s) 
is strongly continuous and employ a lemma concerning the range and 
null space of its infinitesimal generator, we obtain from Theorem I the 
following result: 
1.6. THEOREM I'. Let (i) T(a) b e a strongly continuous semigroup in 
CL(X, X), 
(ii) let K = slim,,,(l/t)T(t), L = slim,,,( l/t)S,“, 
(iii) let A be the inJinitesima1 generator of T(e). 
Then (a) DL = X, iflthe conditions (N), (/3), (y) OY (a), (p’), (y) of Theorem1 
prevail; 
(b) when ID, = X, L is the projection on X onto cls. &!A along ‘$I,., , 
cls. B’a and %A now being complementary subspaces of X, and / L 1 < 
lim,,co 1(1/t) &It I; 
(c) ‘dt 3 0, T(t).L = L = L-T(t), (a, c X). 
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Theorem I’ differs noticeably from the version of the ergodic theorem 
for infinitary Cesaro averages of strongly continuous T(e) which Hille 
derives from his results on Abel averages [9, p. 5201. But the differences 
are not really significant, and any one of the two results should be 
deducible from the other. On the other hand, Hille’s results for t + Of 
are beyond our scope, since he defines T(.) on R, and not on R,-, and 
does not assume that slim,,,+ T(t) = I. In the strongly continuous case 
our Theorem II just reduces to the familiar triviality slimt+O+( l/t)&,” = 1. 
We were led to Theorem I by attempts to find the continuous param- 
eter analog of the elegant statement of the ergodic theorem for a single 
operator T, or more accurately for the discrete semi-group (T”: n >, 0), 
given by Chatterji [4, p. 751.” T o make the transition, replace R,,+ by 
the semigroup N,+ of nonnegative integers, and Lebesgue measure by 
cardinality measure in Theorem I. We then find that 
It is easily checked, cf. (I .3), that 
3 7 fi 91rc1 = nr-r, 
(1.8) 11-O 
x1 7 ij as,fl = x. 
71=” 
Hence Theorem I transforms into the following: 
1.9. THEOREM. Let T E CI,(X, X), and S,,‘(, K, L be us in (1.7). Then 
(a) a, = 3, i.e., VJX E X, lim,,,,(l/(n + 1)) C& T”x exists, if 
(4 K-,m 1(1/n) S”,l I < a 
(/I) Vx e X, 3(n,l.)& in No+ 3 rz,; + a & wlim,+,,( I /q,.) Slsx exists 
(Y) K=O; 
(b) when IDL = X, L is the projection on X onto !Rn,-, along cls. .@r. I , 
‘I&.-~ and cls. W,-, now being complementary subspaces of X. 
Apart from some minor differences Theorem 1.9 is Chatterji’s 
formulation of the discrete ergodic theorem, perhaps the best of its kind. 
Our Theorem I is its complete analog, and this full-fledged analogy 
6 I would like to thank Professor Chatterji for providing me with a preprint of these 
lecture notes, and for useful conversations and correspondence. 
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shows that with regard to Cesaro averages the semigroups N,-;- and cW,~_ 
are on an absolute par. This parity of N,,, and RoT is in keeping with 
what the writer has encountered in other situations, e.g., in regard to 
the Weld Decomposition of isometric semigroups on a Hilbert space, 
cf. [I 11. 
We prove Theorems I and II by a method usable in many contests, 
to shon- that a net (A(h): X E A) of 1’ inear operators on 3 vector space X 
in which convergence is defined, has a limit L for each x in X, i.e., to show 
that Z1. - X. One shows rather easily that Lx exists and Lx = x for all I 
in a certain subspace 5 of X, and that Lx exists and Lx =y 0 for all .T in 
a certain linear manifold d of W. One then appeals to certain conditions 
(premises) which ensure that 3, is closed and that 3 ~-- .W is everywhere 
dense in X, and so concludes that a[2 = X. 
This method of proof has wide scope. As this paper shows, it works 
for the Cesaro averages of continuous parameter locally integrable semi- 
groups of continuous linear operators on a Banach space. But it also 
yields mean and a.e. convergence theorems for martingales, cf. Chatterji 
[4, Chap. II, Theorem 2; Chap. III, Theorem 1, Lemmas 1,2]. Moreover, 
this method can be used to prove that for a contraction T of norm 1 on 
the L, space of a probability space such that T(f) 2 0 for f > 0 the 
Cesaro average, lim,,+, (l/n) x;-lTh.( f ), exists for all f E L, in the sense 
of a.e. pointwise convergence. (-4 lemma of Garsia [S, Theorem 1 .l.l] 
now takes over the role played by the Uniform Boundedness Principle 
in A2 in our proof.) 
We had found these proofs before we came to know of Eberlein’s 
theorem. On reexamination we find that Theorem I is retrievable from 
Eberlein’s theorem [6, 3.11 b u with about the same effort needed to t 
prove it by the method outlined. Theorem II, however, is not so 
retrievable (cf. Section 6). 
In Section 2 we give the proof of Theorem I and the prerequisite 
lemmas, some of which are stated in greater detail and generality than 
is strictly necessary. The corollaries which accrue when 9 is reflective 
and T(a) is a semigroup of contractions are given in Section 3. Section 4 
is devoted to the proof of Theorem II and the necessary lemmas. In 
Section 5 we consider strongly continuous semigroups. lyinally in 
Section 6 vvc study the bearing of Eberlein’s work [6] on our results. 
In our proofs six results pertaining to weak and strong limits and strong 
integrations are needed. For ease of reference these are stated in the 
Appendix, and the proofs of those not easily located in the literature 
arc indicated. Citations in the text prefised by A are to this Appendix. 
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2. LEMMAS AND PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Throughout this section T(e) is a locally integrable semigroup in 
CL(X, X), cf. (I. 1) and 1.2; Snb is as in 1.2; S, 9, X, are as in 1.3; and K, 
L are as in Theorem I. 
In the following propositions we study these entities. Our first result 
records some properties which depend on the continuity of the operators 
T(t) and the strong integrability of T(.), but not on the semigroup 
property (1,1)(b): 
2.1. TRIVIALITY. Let 0 < a < b < c < 00. Then 
(a) S,” E CL(9, X) & / S,” j < JL / T(t)] dt < co;7 
(b) S,” + S,” = S,,‘; 
(c) V’a > 0, slim,,,, Sot = Sod & slimt_tO,. Sal = S,O = 0; 
(d) kf Banach spaces E’ over 9, V@ E CL(X, Y) & v!P E CL( Y, %), 
CD . S,h = 1” @T(t) dr, 
“CL 
S,b . Y  = fb T(t)Ydt. 
-a 
These results are quite obvious. In the next lemma we state a few 
basic consequences of the semigroup condition 1.1(b): 
2.2. LEMMA. Let 0 < a < b < co. Then 
ca) %(b) c gT(a) c xO , %O c %-(a) c %-lb) , 
3, is a linear manifold and ‘So a subspace; 
(b) T( .) is strongly continuous on R, to CL(X, X), i.e., Vt > 0, 
slim,,, T(t + h) = T(t); 
(c) I T(-)I is lower semicontinuous on R, , and bounded on any 
[a, b] C [w_ . 
Proof. (a) is obvious. (b) and (c) follow from the measurability 
conditions of 1.2, and [7, Lemma 10.2.1, Theorem 10.2.3 et seq.]. m 
We turn next to the properties of the integrals Sab, which depend 
essentially on the semigroup condition 1.1(b): 
’ The second inequality depends on 1.1(b), cf. 2.2(c). 
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2.3. LEMMA. Let a, b, c, d, t E R,,, . Then 
(a) a < b * T(t).&” = S$l, = S$‘.T(t); 
(b)8 a < b & c < d z- (T(b) - T(a)}*Scd = (T(d) - T(c)l.S,,I’; 
(c) a < b & c < d =j Snb.Scd = j$S~~~ dt = JtS$: dt = Scd.S,,b; 
(d) Vc > 0, sliml,,,+( 1 /h) Sz?” = T(c). 
Proof. (a) follows easily from 2.1(d) and 1.1(b). (b) is an easy con- 
sequence of (a) and 2.1(b). To p rove (c) we employ 2.1(d) and then (a). 
(d) Let c > 0, and 0 < a < c < b < ~3. Then by 2.2(b) T(a) 
is strongly continuous on [a, b] to CL(X, X). Lemma A4 is therefore 
applicable, and yields (d). [ 
Finally, we come to the operator L of interest. Its properties are 
intuitively clear from its definition, but the proofs require care since 
in general L is neither continuous nor closed. The part (f) linking L 
and K is needed in the proof of Theorem I to show that :X C ‘XL, and 
so complete the partial information given in (c). 
2.4. LEMMA (Properties of L). 
(a) Vt > 0, T(t).L = L = L-T(t); 
(b) :Z’, = S _C BL si Rstr.& _C I; 
(c) 91, L .R,-, L LP?; 
(4 va 3 0, S,“*L = aL C L.Soa; 
(e) L” = L; 
(f) Vu 3 0, Rstr.a,O C L(T(a)-I} = slimt+x(I/t){T(t)-I}Soa 
= K*S,“. 
Proof. (a) First observe that 
T(t)*L C slim 1 Si+t S’rn s = I/T(t). 
Here the equality follows from 2.3(a), the definition of L and Lemma 
A3(a). The inclusion follows similarly from Lemma ‘43(b), since 
8 The “switching property” stated in (b) plays a useful simplifying role, comparable 
to that of a similar property in helix theory, cf. [ 12, 2.181. 
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T(t) E CL(X, X). Next since slim,,,(l/s) S,’ = 0 and so has domain X, 
we conclude from Lemma ‘43(e) that 
Thus (1) reduces to T(t).L C L = L*T(t), which in turn reduces to (a), 
since T(t)*L and L have the same domain. 
(b) Let XE 3. Then ‘d’s >, 0, T(s)x = X, whence obviously 
(l/t) S,~x = X, also. Letting t + XI, it follows of course that x E 3, and 
Lx = x. Thus 
3_c33L. 8i Rstr 4 _C I. (2) 
By (2), y E 3 * y = Ly E 9’)L. On the other hand, if y E .A, , i.e., 
y = Lx, x E Dz)L , then by (a) and (2) 
T(t)y = T(t)Lx = LX = y, t > 0, 
i.e., y E 3. Thus 5 = %!!r. , and we have proved (b). 
(c) The first inclusion is obvious. Next, cf. A3(c). 
From this it is clear, cf. A5, that 
31-r. c 6 1 (J W&-, 7 w. 
1 S>O I 
Thus (c). 
(d) Let a 2 0 and x E DL . Then by (b), Lx E 3. Hence Soa+Lx = 
aLx. This proves the equality in (d). Next, by A3(a), 2.3(c), and A3(b), 
L.S,G = slim (1 SotaS a = slim 
t-t-2 ! t 0 1 t-m I 
S o+ s;/ 
Thus (d). 
2 Soa.L, = aL, (as just shown). 
(e) follows from the equality in (d) and A3(a); thus 
L = sJi& (fSo~ .L) = (sp&so.).L =L2. 
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(f) We first note that 
(T(a) - Z)L := T(n)L - L = LT(a) - L c L(T(a) - 1;) (3 
where the first, second, and third steps stem, respectively, from the 
post-distributive law, (a), and the predistributive law. Since by (a) the 
second term in (3) in Rstr.?L 0, we have proved the inclusion in (f). 
To turn to the equalities m (f), we see from A3(a), 2.3(a)(b) that 
But since slim,.,,(l/t) SO(( my 0 has domain X, it follows from A3(e) 
and A3(a) that 
RHS (4) = ;l& [f T(t)S,“] =I r;.S,a. 
This proves (f). 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem I. 
The Prooj of Theorem I. (a) First let 
a, = 3. (1) 
Then (CY) follows at once from the definition of L and A2(a). Now let 
x E X and let (t$ be such that t,. > 0 and t,: --, m. Then by (I), 
x E LDL . Hence 
sr. so 1 wlim - S$X = Lx. 
k-m t,; 
Thus (p) holds. Finally (1) re d uces 2.4(f) to 0 = K*S,“, i.e., .gsu. C %, , 
Vu > 0; whence (y). 
Next let (CL), (p’), (y) hold. To show that DL = 9, note that by (a) and 
A2W 
3, is closed & L E CL(B), , X). (2) 
Now grant for a moment that 
92 c !RL z IDL, (1) 
J n 9 = (0) St a _c s+L2 c DL, (11) 
60712 112-7 
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where 3,s are as in 1.3 and 3 is as in (b’). Then, since ID is fundamental 
and by (2) gL is a (closed) subspace of X, we get from (II) 
x = G(D) _c G(Da,) = DL c x, 
i.e., 3, = X as desired. Hence to complete the proof of (a) it only 
remains to prove (II). For this we require (I), which first needs demon- 
stration. 
Proof of (I). It follows from (2) that !RzL is a (closed) subspace of X. 
Hence to prove the 9 _C aJLL we need only show that 
u @T(a)-, c %L . (3) 
a>0 
For this let a > 0. Then by (a), 9s,a C !RK, i.e., 
KY?,” = 0, Va > 0. (4) 
By 2.4(f) this means that L{T(a) - I> = 0 has domain X; whence 
-!J$(J - I c %L . s ince this holds for all a > 0, we have (3), and there- 
fore (I). 
Proof of (II). By (I) and 2.4(b), x E J n B + x E 3 n !RL - x = 
Lx = 0. Hence 3 n .!Z = {O}. From 2.4(b) and (I), 3 + 9X _C DL . 
To turn to the first inclusion in (II), let x E rD. Then (8’) tells us that 
there exists a (t$ such that 
t, > 0, tlc+CO & 
1 f = wlim - Stx exists. 
d k-03 t, 
(5) 
We claim that x” E 3. For this let t > 0. Then by Al and a simple com- 
putation based on 2.3(a) and 2.2(b), 
T(t)2 = IdiF T(t) + stx 1 1 
= lvli? + [s; + {T(t,) - I)Sot]x. 
Now by 2.4(f) and (4), 
(6) 
sl;~ +{T(t,) - I}S,t = K-Sot = 0. 
The same therefore holds for the wlim as k -+ co, and consequently, 
(6) reduces to 
1 
T(t)5 = wlim - S:x =g f, 
k-tm t, 
vt > 0. 
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Thus 
B E .c. (7) 
We claim next that x - Z E 9’. For this observe that 
Vk 3 1, d,,x-+-~ tk(I-T(t))xnt 
h i t, 0 
E G u i&(f)-,, - w, 
1 
i 
\- 
by A5 & 1.3(a). 
t>o 
Since x - 2 = wlimk+% dk , therefore x - 2 E wclos 9. But every 
(closed) subspace of X is weakly closed, cf. [9, Theorem 2.9.21. Therefore 
x--l E 2, (8) 
From (7) and (8) we see of course that x E 3 + 9’. We have thus proved 
that D C 3 + 9. This finishes the proof of (II) and, as noted earlier, 
of (a). 
(b) Let 3, = X. Then (a) holds and therefore (2) as well, yielding 
L E CL(X, X). Th e very definition of L now gives 
IL1 a&+so~l. 
f-P% 
Also L2 = L, g’r. = J and gL C -g, by 2.4(e)(b)(c). But by (I) (which 
holds since 3, = X by assumption), we know that W C !RLL . Hence 
ilIL = g. Since L is a continuous projection, we have 
X=II)~=s?~+ml.=3+92, 
and (b) is proved. 
(c) is just a repetition of 2.4(a). 1 
3. ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR REFLEXIVE SPACES 
AND CONTRACTION SEMIGROUPS 
The condition (a) in Theorem I is clearly equivalent to 
(3.1) 
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For any given x in X, this condition places the sequence ((l/n) SO’Lx, 
?l 3 1) within the closed ball of radius Mr / x I. Now if the Banach 
space X is reflexive, this ball is sequentially weakly compact, cf. [9, 
Theorems 2.9.6, 2.19.31, and hence there exists a subsequence (IZ~,.)~=~ 
such that (l/n,) St. LX converges weakly to some Uf in the ball. Thus 
(a) * (/3) when X is reflexive, and our Theorem I takes the following 
form for such W: 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let (i) the Banach space X be reflexive, (ii) T(e), K, 
L be as in Theorem I. Then IDL = X, iff the conditions (LX) and (y) of 
Theorem I prevail. Moveover, the conclusions (b), (c) of Theorem I hold. 
Now consider a semigroup T(e) of contraction operators on X to X 
such that for any x E X, T(*). x is a Bochner measurable function on R,,, 
to X, cf. 1.2(b). S ince 1 T(t), < I, ‘dt 3 0, it follows that for 0 < 
a<b<aandxEX 
s 
b 1 T(t)x 1 dt < 
a (lb I T(t)1 dt) I x I < (b - a)1 x I, ” a 
i.e., T(.) is locally integrable. We thus have the following: 
3.3. TRIVIALITY. Let T(-) b e a semigvoup of contractions on X to X. 
Theta T(e) is locally integrable, iJjc Vx E 3, T(*)x is Bochner measurable on 
L% o+ ’ 
Now let T(.) be a locally integrable semigroup of contractions on X 
to X. Then since Vt > 0, I T(t)1 < I, therefore in (3.1) each il!fR < 1, 
and obviously (a) holds. So does the condition (y), since now K = 0. 
If also X is reflexive, then by Corollary 3.2, DL = X, and Theorem I(b) 
applies; thus, either L = Oor 
1< IL] < limflS,“/ =infMa< 1. 
t--m 
Hence either L = 0, , or 1 L / = 1 and ‘dt 3 0, 1 T(t)\ = 1. We have 
thus proved the following result: 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let (i) the Banach space X be reflexive, (ii) T(e) be 
a locally integrable semigroup of contractions on X to X, (iii) K, L be as in 
Theorem I. Then 
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(a) L is the projection on X onto 5 alorlg W, J and W now beirlg 
complementary subspaces od X; 
(b) either L = 0, 01 IL; -z 1 & ; T(.)l = 1 on R”, . 
Since a projection of norm 1 on a Hilbert space is an orthogonal 
projection, we immediately infer the following corollary from the last: 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let (i) -;/i-’ be a Hilbevt space oz’er 9, and (ii), (iii) be 
as in the last corollary. Then 4’ = 31 and L is the orthogonal projection on 
X onto 3. 
4. LEMMAS AND PROOF OF THEOREM II 
Throughout this section T(e) is a locally integrable semigroup in 
CL(X, X); SC: is as in 1.2; !I& , .80 , X, , %i , .9i , Xi are as in 1.3, and J 
as in Theorem II. 
4.1. LEMMA. (a) %, = Yi, , (b) A,, = &r . 
Proof. (a) Let x E %, . Then ‘ds > 0, T(s)x ---_ 0, and so Vt > 0, 
S,% = Ji T(s) x ds = 0; i.e., s E 91i . Thus 91, C 91, . For the reverse 
inclusion, note that by 2.3(d) and 2.1(b), 
v’r > 0, 
1 
T(c) = fiOIi h (5’;“’ -- A’,‘].. (1) 
Hence x E 91, =+ T(c)x = 0 3 x E ‘J1,(,) . Thus 3, _C %7.(c) , V’r > 0, 
and so 91, C 91, . 
(b) From (1) it is clear that 
vc > 0, z)T(e) c cls u A?s,” c Jq; 
t>o 
whence 9,, c ~2, . For the reverse inclusion we use the nonatomicity of 
Lebesgue measure and the range relation for strong integrals, ,%5. Thus 
Since W s 0 f = (0}, for t = 0, it follows that Xi C W, , and so 9, c .gO . 1 
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Our next lemma concerns the operator J. This need be neither 
continuous nor closed, and so the proof needs care. 
4.2. LEMMA (Properties of J). 
(a) Vt > 0, T(t)-J c T(t) = j-T(t); 
(b) X, _C a, & Rstrr, J _C I; 
(c) &I c w,, cls %@?J = ,!%!a & ‘aJ=%o; 
(d) Vt > 0, S,f-J 2 sot = J-Sot; 
(e) J” c 1. 
Proof. (a) Let t > 0. Then by 2.3(d), (a) 
1 T(t) z slim - Syh = slim T(t) - So” i 1 
h+O+ h h+o+ t h (1) 
where the inclusion follows from A3(b), since T(t) E CL(S, 3). Next 
from (l), 2.3(a) and A3(a), 
T(t) = sjiy 1: S 0 3 h - r(t)/ = J-T(t). 
Thus (a). 
(b) Since J*T(t) = T(t) h as domain X, therefore 9Zrct) _C DJ, 
'v't > 0. Hence Jo c IDJ, and J = I on X0. 
(c) The equality in (a) shows that g=(i) _C gJ, Vt > 0; whence 
3E, _C 9, . But from the definition of J (cf. 1.5(ii)) and 4.1(b), 
Thus To C gJ _C go; whence since 9ZJ is a linear manifold, W, z 
G&) Z cls 2JiYJ C L%fo; i.e., cls sJ = go . 
Next, the inclusion in (a) shows that kXMJ 2 !Q) , Vt > 0, so that 
!JI, _C !JIo . On the other hand, let x E go . Then by 4.1(a), x E 911 , i.e., 
Vt > 0, Sotx = 0. Hence (l/t) So % + 0, as t --+ Of, showing that 
x E 3,. Thus so _C %, , i.e., we have %, = %X0 . 
(d) Let t > 0. By A3(a) and 2.3(c), 
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the last equality stemming from A4, since SA+S is continuous in s, cf. 2.1(c). 
Next be (2) and 2.3(c), 
where the inclusion follows from A3(b) since Sot E CL(X, X). Thus (d). 
(e). Lemma A3(a) and the inclusion in (d) now yield 
We note in passing that an obvious consequence of 4.2(d) is the 
following analog of 4.2(b): 
(4.3) X,ClDJ & Rstrx, J C I. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem II. The proof follows the broad 
pattern of that of Theorem I, but there are significant differences in 
detail which necessitate its retention. 
The proof of Theorem II. (a) First let 
DJ = x. (1) 
Then (a) follows at once from the definition of J and A2(a). Next, let 
x E X, and (t$ be such that t, > 0 and t, + 0. Then by (1) x E ID, . 
Hence 
1 
$I+? - S;x = Jx, & so 
tk 
vvli,m -!- S$x = Jx. 
tk 
Thus (/3) holds. 
Next let (a) and (fl’) hold. To show that D, = X, note that by (a) and 
AW), 
IDJ is closed & J E CW.r, W (2) 
Now grant for a moment that 
2x0 n 91M, = (0) & 3 c 9$+5&J c ID.l, (1) 
where 9&, , ‘S,, are as in 1.3 and 9 as in @‘). Then since YD is fundamental 
and by (2) DJ is a (closed) subspace of 3E, we get from (I), 
x = G(D) c G(B,) = IDJ, 
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i.e., ID, = X, as desired. Hence to complete the proof of (a) it only 
remains to prove (I). 
Proof of (I). From 4.2(b) and (2), 
B. =$ G(X,) c 3, & R&go J C I; (3) 
and by 4.2(c), 
Hence x E W, n 91, * x = Jx = 0. Thus S& n 4L, = IX}. From (3) 
and (4) we also see that S,, + ‘$, C 3, . 
To prove the first inclusion in (I), let x E ID. Then (/I’) tells us that 
there exists (tl;)p such that 
tk > 0, t, + 0 & 
We claim that 5 E W, . For this, observe that 
Hence x” = wlim . h+n xk E wclos(g’,). But every closed subspace of X 
is weakly closed, cf. [9, Theorem 2.9.21. Thus 2 E W, , i.e., by 4.1(b) 
2Eti”. (6) 
We claim next that x - 3 E !J& . For this, let t >, 0. Then by Al 
and 2.3(a) 
T(t)2 = vvli? 1 T(t) . + sy = IdiF + S:+% 
= T(tb, if t > 0, by 2.3(d). 
Thus Vt > 0, Y - S? E !Ql); whence 
N-2 E m,. (7) 
From (6) and (7) we see of course that x E g,, + %,, . We have thus 
proved that ID C .!ZO + !J& . This finishes the proof of (I) and, as noted 
earlier, of (a). 
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(b) Let 3, = X. Then (a) h Id o s and therefore (2) as well, yielding 
J E CL(X, X). Th e very definition of J now gives 
Also cls gJ = 9). and 91, = 91, , by 4.2(c). Finally, since ZJ z X, 
therefore a,, = d, and 4.2(e) yields J” = J. Thus (b). 
(c) follows from 4.2(a) and the proviso DJ = X. 1 
Given that a, = f, it is worth noting the circumstances under which 
the projection J is just I. Since 91, = fn, and cls W, = .R, , the following 
corollary of Theorem II is obvious: 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let (i) and (ii) b e as in Theorem II, and let BJ z X. 
Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
J = 1, 910 = {O}, .X,, is fundamental. 
For instance, if T(a) is one-one for some CI > 0 and DJ = 9, then 
J = I. 
5. ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR STRONGLY COKTINUOUS SEMIGROUPS 
Let T(a) be a strongly continuous semigroup in CL(%, X). Then T(.) 
is locally integrable (Section I), and all our previous results are valid for 
T(*). It is natural, however, to express these results in terms of the 
infinitesimal generator A of T(.). For this we need a lemma relating the 
sets introduced in Definition 1.3 to the domain, range, and null space 
of A. A fundamental property of A is expressed in the relation (cf. 
[9, Sect. 10.3]), 
(5.1) &‘,“-A C A.S,b = T(b) - T(a), O<cz<b<cc. 
The lemma in question rests on this and may be stated as follows: 
5.2. LEMMA. Let T(e) 6 e a strongly continuous semigroup in CL(X, X), 
and J be as in Theolcem II. Then 
(a) T(O+) = 4 & 9,, = X, i.e., X, is e.d. in X; 
(b) J = L & 9, = X, i.e., X, is e.d. in X; 
(c) x, c a, , 3 = 91,4 , 9 = cls gA . 
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Proof. (a) By 1.2(c), T(O+) =d slimt+,,+T(t) = I. Hence 
VXEX, x = FF+ T(t)x E cls (J .!zT(t) + i 
1 I+ cls X0. 
.t>o I 
Thus X = cls X0 C go , i.e., X0 is e.d. in J, and X = So . 
(b) Let x E X. Then since, cf. 2.2(b), T(.)x is continuous on [0, 11, 
therefore by a fundamental property of the Riemann integral of X-valued 
functions, 
,“F+ $ Sohx = ,“tg ; s” 
+ --f 
T(t)x dt = x; 
0 
i.e., x E 3, and JX = X. Thus X = D,, & J = I. From (1) we also see 
that 
x E cls 
Thus X = cls 3, _C 9r , i.e., 3, is e.d. in X, and .X = S?‘1 . 
(c) From (5.1), A-So1 = T(t) - I has domain X, and so @ISot C 
a,, t > 0. Thus SE, C ‘D, . 
Next let x E 3. Then V’h > 0, {T(h) - I}x = 0, and therefore 
; (T(h) - I}(x) - 0, as h-O+. 
This means that x E 3, and Ax = 0; i.e., x E 3, . Conversely, if 
x E !RA , then by (5.1) 
i.e., 
0 = S,t . Ax = (T(t) -1)x, t 3 0, 
x E (-) t&(t)-1 =g 3:. 
w 
Hence 3 = ‘32, . 
Finally by (5.1), A*S,’ = T(t) - I, t > 0. Hence 9?‘T(L)--I C S?‘a . 
It clearly follows that 9%’ C cls W, . Conversely, let y E 9%‘,., , say y = 
Ax, x E ID, . Then 
y = jiF+ f IT(r) - I}x E cls u B:T(&I z B’. 
/ ! t>o 
Thus gA C W, and so cls W, C W. Thus cls W, = 99. i 
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Let T(a) be a strongly continuous semigroup in CL( X, X), and A be its 
infinitesimal generator. Since T( *) is locally integrable, all our previous 
results are valid for T(e) and by the last lemma we can replace 3 and 9 
by !RnA and cls 9?‘a in their enunciations. Making this replacement in 
Theorem I we get Theorem I’. 
In a similar manner we can get strongly continuous versions of the 
theorems in Section 3, but we leave their formulations to the reader. 
As for Theorem II, its strongly continuous version is just the triviality 
J = -I, which is best proved directly as in 5.2(b). 
6. THE RELATIONSHIP OF EBERLEIN’S THEOREM TO THEOREMS I AND II 
It will suffice to present Eberlein’s definition and theorem [6, Defini- 
tion 2.1, Theorem 3. l] only for locally integrable semigroups in CL(X, X), 
and keep to the notation used above. 
6.1. DEFINITION [6, Definition 2.11. (a) We say that the locally 
integrable semigroup T(m) in CL(X, X), cf. (1.1) and 1.2, is “ergodic,” 
iff 3 a net (A(h): h E /I) in CL(X, 3) such that 
(i) VXEfl &V,xEX, A(A)x E cls cnv(Range T(*)x), 
the last set being the closure of the convex hull of the range of the X-valued 
function T(.)x on [w,, , 
(ii) lubAGA1 j -4(h)/ < co 
(iii) Vt > 0, slim,(T(t)A(X) - A(h)) = 0 = slim,(A(A)T(t) - A(/\)}. 
(b) Any net (A(X): X E fl) satisfying (i)-(iii) is called a system of 
almost invariant integrals for T(e). 
6.2. THEOREM [6, Theorem 3.11. Let the locally integrable semigroup 
T(m), cf. (1 .l) and 1.2, be ergodic, and the net (A(X): X E A) be as in 6.1. 
Then for any 2, x E 3 the following conditions are equivalent: 
5 E cls cnv {Range T(v)x} & vt > 0, T(t)2 = 52 (1) 
B = lip A(A)X (2) 
2 = wlim A(X)x (3) 
3i: is a weak limit point of the net (A(X)x: h E A) in X. ’ (4) 
8 That is, for every open set U in the weak topology of X, such that .v E U, and 
VA, E A, 3A > A, 3 A(+ E U. 
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To see the bearing of the last definition and theorem on our Theorem I 
we pick the net (A(h): h E fl) in Definition 6.1 so as to secure L = 
lim, A(X). ,4n obvious choice is 
A .z [I, co), A* co; & VAtA, A(X) 7 ; s,“. 
We then claim that our conditions 1.4(a), (y) ensure the ergodicity of 
T(a) and that our condition 1.4(/3) f or an individual x is tantamount to 
6.2(3). Thus our conditions 1.4(n), (/I’), (y) together with Theorem 6.2 
validate the statements 6.2(l)-(4). F rom these we can deduce Theorem I. 
We shall now justify these claims. 
6.3. LEMMA. Let T(.) b e a locally integrable semigroup it1 CL(X, X), 
and Vt >, 1, A(t) ={I (1 /t) Sot. Then T( *) is evgodic and (A(t): t 2 1) is 
a system of almost invariant integl,als, ifl T(o) satisfies the conditions 
1.4(a), (Y). 
Proof. Let T(.) satisfy 1.4(a), (y). Then, cf. 2.1(a), 
(A(t): t > 1) is a net in CL(X, X) (1) 
and by (A5.1) 
VXEX, A(t)s = + jot T(s)2 ds E cls cnv {Range T(*)s]. (4 
Next, by 1.4(a), 
3a > 0 3 M, :T sup 1 A(t)1 < co. 
t,a 
(3) 
Now if 0 < a < 1, then suplai 1 A(t)1 < n/r, < co. But if 1 < a, then 
since by 2.1(c), A(*) is strongly continuous on [I, a], therefore by ,46, 
I A(.)] is bounded on [l, a]. Hence from (3) we again see that 
supt>i j A(t)1 < co. Thus in all cases 
sup I A(t)1 < co. 
01 
(4) 
Next let a 3 0. Then by 1.4(r), gSoo C ‘SK . Hence Vx E %, 
(5) 
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Hence 
s,j,F{A(t) T(a) - &4(L)) = s,liE [f S,t .{T(u) - zj] 
== s;j~ [; S,“(T(t) - Z}] , by 2.3(b) 
z= 0, by 2.3(a) & (5). (6) 
Since by 2.3(a), A(t) commutes with T(a), it follows of course that 
sh.y {T(u) A(t) - A(t)} = 0. (7) 
BY (I), (2), (4), (6), (7), T(e) is ergodic. 
Next let T(e) b e ergodic and (At): t E [l, CO)) be a system of almost 
invariant integrals. Then by 6.l(ii), lubar j T(t)1 < a, and therefore 
I .4(a) certainly holds. Now, by 6.l(iii) 
Qa 2 0, p&l (T(a) A(t) - A(t)) = 0. 
In view of 2.3(b), this can be written 
Qa 3 0, s;i& f  (T(t) - z)S,a = 0. 
Since slim I-9u(l/t) S,,” = 0, it follows at once, cf. A3(a), that 
Qa > 0 jSii@ f  T(t)/ s,,a = 0; , 
i.e., Vu >, 0, Range S,,U C 91, . From this 1.4(r) clearly follows. 1 
We shall now deduce Theorem I from Theorem 6.2. 
Second Proof of Theorem I. (a) First let 
jDL = x. (1) 
Then, exactly as in our first proof (Section 2), we show that (a) and (y) 
hold. Hence by Lemma 6.3, T(a) is “ergodie,” with the net (A(X): h E /1) 
being given by 
(1 = [I, a), A+ co; a5 QhEfl A(X) =g ; S,A. (2) 
607/21/z-8 
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Now let x E X. Then by (I) x E DL; i.e., cf. (2), 
2 1 lim A(+ exists. r-z 
It follows from Theorem 6.2 that we have 6.2(4), i.e., (/3). 
Next let (ai), (p’), (y) hold. Then by Lemma 6.3, T(s) is ergodic. Now 
let x E 9. Then by (/3’) 
3(tk)T in R, 3 t, ----z co 8r 2 =g d$ A(t,)x exists, 
i.e., 6.2(4) holds. Hence by Theorem 6.2, lim(,, A(t)x = x”, i.e., x’ E 9, 
and Lx = x”. We have thus shown that 
3 c ID, c x (3) 
Now, exactly as in our first proof (Section 2) we can show that 3, is 
a (closed) subspace of X. Hence cf. (p’) and (3), 
X = G(B) C DL C W, i.e., 9, = X. 
This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) Let DDL = X. Then, as in our first proof (Section 2), 
L E CL(X, X), and by 2.4(e), (b), L” = L and ,er. = 3. Hence 
L is a (continuous) projection on X onto S. (4) 
Next, by 2.4(c), ‘XL C W,-, C 9. Now we can show, exactly as in our 
first proof of (a), that 9 C azL, (cf. Eq. (I) in Section 2). It follows that 
!nL = R. (5) 
By (4) and (5) we have (b). 
(c) is just a repetition of 2.4(a). 1 
A comparison of the first and second proofs of Theorem I reveals that 
in the latter, we are able to dispense with the proof of the assertion (II) 
of the former. On the other hand, the lemmas of Section 2 as well as 
fragments of the first proof are required in the second proof, as is 
Lemma 6.2. In short, Theorem I can be retrieved from Eberlein’s Theorem 
6.3, but the e#ort required for this retrieval is about the same as that needed 
for the proof ab initi0.l” 
I” It is perhaps worth noting that similar limitations affect the application of many other 
powerful theorems of great generality, for instance, the retried of 3 classical Tauberian 
theorem from Wiener’s general Tauberian theorem. 
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To affect an analogous deduction of Theorem II we must pick the net 
(A(h): h E fl) in Definition 6.1 so as to secure that J = slim, A(h). The 
natural choice now is 
A =:= (0, I], h+O$; VA E A, A(X) n= ; So,‘. (1) 
Then obviously 
(A(t): 0 c: t S, 1) is a net in CL(X, X), (4 
and cf. (A5.1) 
VT t x & vt E (0, 11, .4(t).x E cls cnv Range T(.)s. (3) 
~Uz,o, we can imitate the argument used in the proof of I,emma 6.2 to 
show that 
1.5(a) -- 6.2(ii). 
But the only way to establish 6.2(iii) and thereby the ergodicity of the 
semigroup II’(*) is to invoke our condition 1.5(p) and first deduce that 
J E CL(X, X), i.e., we first have to prove Theorem II. In thus appears 
that our Theorem II cannot be retrieved from Theorem 6.2. The diffi- 
culty seems to stem from Eberlein’s apportionment of the relevant data 
into the defining conditions in 6.1 and the equivalent assertions in 6.2. 
AAPPENDIX 
We collect here some results on strong and weak limits and strong 
integrals of Banach space operator-valued functions, which are needed 
in the preceding theory, and prove those not easily found in the literature. 
We recall that 9 is a Banach space over the field 9 (-= Iw or C). 
Al. LEMMA. Let T t CI,(.t, X) and (x,J; be a weakl-y roneerge?zt 
sequeme in X. Then (TX,,),” is a weakly ronzevgent sequence in 9 and 
wlim,,,, T(x,,) = T(wlim,,_, x?*). 
A2. LE~IRIA. Let Vt > 0, T, t CL(X, X), T =,, slim ,.,., T, , and 
BT 3 (0). Then 
(a) Q- =~ 9 3 llml+L / T, I < ra; 
(b) lim,,, 1 T, ~ -‘: TX 3 3, is closed, T E CIJ(B, . X) and 
/ ?‘I :=_ liml T,j < 03. 
f--r8 
These results remain @aMfor limits as t ----f 0+ . 
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A3. LEMMA. Let (S, : X E II) and ( TA : h E A) be nets of linear 
operators” from X to X, and R be such an operator. Then 
(a) slim,(T,R) = (slim, TJR; 
(b) when R E CL(X, X), slim,(RT,) 2 R(slim, T,); 
(c) when DR = X, slim,(R + T,) = R + slim,, T,; 
(d) slim,(S, + T,) 2 slim, 5’,, + slim, T,; 
(e) when slim,, S, has domain X, we have equality in (d). 
A4. LEMMA. Let F(.) be a strongly continuous function on [a, b] C [w 
into CL(X, X). Then 
1 
s 
c+h 
vc E [a, b), slim - 
h-Of h 
F(t) dt = F(c). 
e 
A5. LEMMA. Let T(a) b e a locally integrable function on [w,, to 
CL(X, X), cf. 1.2(a). Then for 0 < a < b < co, 
A6. LEMMA. Let T(-) b e a strongly continuous function on [a, b] C [w 
to CL(X, X). Then i T(-)~ is bounded on [a, b]. 
For the obvious proof of Al see [9, Theorem 2.11 .I I]. The proof of A3 
is straightforward and is left to the reader. Those of A2, A4-A6 are given 
below. 
Proof of A2. (a) Suppose that (a) is false, i.e., 3, = X and 
=+s / T, 1 = a. Then 
3(t,)y in [w, 3 t, -+ co & 1 T,% ] > n. (1) 
But since DT = X, therefore the sequence ( Ttnx)p is bounded for each x 
in X. Hence by the Principle of Uniform Boundedness the sequence 
( Tl,)? is bounded, in contradiction to (1). This contradiction estab- 
lishes (a). 
(b) Let Ei,,, / T, / < co. Then obviously 
3a > 0 3 M, 7 sup 1 T, 1 < 03. (2) 
@a 
I1 Not necessarily continuous or even closed. 
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Let Vk 3 I, x,; E ‘Dr and x1, + x E X. To show that a, is closed, we 
must show that x E a, , i.e., that lim,,, T,x exists. For this, observe that 
by (3, V’s, t 3 01, 
Since x’~ E 9,) therefore the last term tends to 0 as s, t --f cco. Hence 
Since xk 4 x, as k + co, it follows from (3) that the function (T,x: t 3 a) 
is Cauchy as t + co. Hence lim,,, T,x exists. Thus (b) is proved. 
A similar argument of course works for the limit as t --t Of. 1 
Proof of i14. Let x E f. Then F(.)x is a continuous function on 
[a, b] to X, and its Bochner integral is in fact a Riemann integral. It 
follows from the “First Fundamental Theorem” for such integrals that 
1 
I 
.C;-11 
vc E [a, b), lim - /z-o+ h . p 
F(t)s dt = F(c)x. 
This being valid for all N E X, we get the desired equality. 1 
Proof of A5. For a = b, ds,b = {O}, and the desired inclusion is 
obvious. Let a < b and y E gs,b. Then 3x E X such that 
wheref(*) =d T(a) x is a Bochner integrable function on [a, b] to X, and 
therefore 
(A5.1) 
1 * 
__ 
j b--a n 
f(t) dt E cls cnvf[n, b], 
the last set being the closure of the convex hull off [a, b]. Since 
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we see from (1) and (A5.1) that 
Hence y is in the last subspace, and we are done. m 
Proof of A6. Suppose that 1 T(s)1 is unbounded on [a, 61. Then by 
elementary analysis, 3c E [a, b] and 3 a sequence (t,.)T in [a, b] such that 
t, --f c 8; 1 T(tJ + co, as k--,co. (‘1 
It follows from the strong continuity of T(a) at c that slim,,,, T(t,) = 
T(c). Since T(c) has domain 9, this means that Vx E X, lim,,, T(t,<)x = 
T(c)x. Thus V’x E X, the sequence (T(t,)x),“=, is bounded in 3. Hence 
by the Principle of Uniform Boundedness, the sequence (T(t,)),” is 
bounded, in contradiction to (1). This contradiction shows that our 
supposition is untenable and completes the proof. [ 
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